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Tribnta Banfls and the Paradan af Autlıentlcity
Georgina Gregory
Tribute bands, a relatively new, cultural phenomenon, are an increasingly popular form of entertainment: in some cases, they are even capable of outstripping
the income of up-and -coming original bands. For example, Bjorn Again, referred
to in the İ ndependent, as the ‘ Manchester United' of the tribute business, can command concert fees of £150,000 a night and less well-established acts can expect to
earn anything up to £2500.1 Furthermore, the careers of some tributes have endured far longer than those of their archetype. The Bootleg Beades, now in their
25th year, are stili performing regularly and attracting audiences internationally and,
although dubbed the Taux Four’, with the help of technology, they have even managed to surpass their masters by performing songs never tackled live by the Fab
Four.2 The popularity of this type of entertainment illustrates contemporary culture’s growing willingness, to accept the fake article, and in this case, the wholesale
theft of another artist’s music and identity.
Amongst other things, tribute bands demonstrate that the conflation of youth
and popular music is no longer credible in the post-baby boom era. Bands like
Bjorn Again and the Boodeg Beades have the capacity to appeal both to nostalgic
fifty something, as well as a fresh-faced youth audience, keen to experience live,
the vintage music of the 60s and 70s. This, in turn, points to the sophistication of
the postmodern culture industries with their inbuilt capacity to exploit the economic potential of the simulacrum, thereby maximising the life of a product. The
recycling of established artists’ repertoire offers the market the added benefit of
shaping and informing popular consumption, thereby creating hegemony of popular music where the work of particular artists dominates 3.
Although the commercial success of tribute bands is indisputable, critics express litde enthusiasm for them. Generally dismissed as lacking in originality, they
have not been subject to a great deal of detailed scrutiny. This is a pity since by
reiterating an existing cultural text, they offer some fascinating insights into issues
around authenticity, identity and authorship and how these are subject to inconsistencies within the popular music canon. What constitutes authentic in one context may be inauthentic in another and the importance attributed to authorship is
dependent upon temporalities. Tribute bands are also of interest because of the
diversity of their artistic intentions and the degree of mimesis they are capable of
offering. Not ali, are committed to the wholesale reconstruction of identity. Alt-
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hough a majority of tributes mU make some attempt to copy the appearance of
the original artists, others eschew the shallow lure of the visual, relying entirely on
the powers of their musicianship. A number of subtypes exist, providing everything from an earnest, quasi-curatorial approach to preserving both the music and
identity of the original artists, to much more ironic, light-hearted and less detailed
impersonation. A minority of tribute acts have subversive or transgressive intentions but these co-exist alongside a further category offering the traditional fodder
of mainstream variety acts in the shape of novelty and humour. Tributes do not
just recycle music from the past, they are equally capable of forging an existence
from playing the repertoire of acts currendy flying high in the charts.
In this paper, the tribute band will be examined in the context of other instances
of copying and theft which have established, if not always condoned, within postwar popular music practice. Specific examples of the sanctioning and legitimation
of theft-aural and visual-will be explored within the framework of arguments regarding authenticity, as these have played such an important role in shaping critical
responses to imitadve entertainment. I will look very briefly at the origins of the
tribute band before moving on to offer a typology. This will be followed by an
examination of the success of the ‘ look-alike’ in order to establish why, although
critics are clearly uncomfortable with the reproduction of visual identity, this type
is by far the most popular with fans.

Origins of the tribute band
Nostalgia for the music of earlier historical periods is certainly not limited to
the late 20thC and there are examples of earlier precedents to this form of entertainment. In The Edıvardian Theatre, for example, Booth and Kaplan (1991: 67) describe how the music hail artist Marjorie Dawson, performing as The Crinoline
Girr, was reviving popular Victorian songs in period costume. In more recent
times, there are plenty of examples of bands attempting to recreate the music of
current or obsolete artists. During the 1960s for example, ‘ cover’ bands acted as
a prototype for the more specialised ‘ tribute’ acts which followed them . Although
the terms ‘ cover’ and ‘ tribute’ are often used interchangeably, the former predates
the latter and was in common terminology during the 1960s. Indeed, many famous
pop bands began their careers playing covers of the popular music of the day.
Jourard (1998: 60) describing the distincdon between the two proposes that,
whereas covers bands might play the repertoire of a variety of artists, somedmes
incorporating this with music they have written themselves, tribute artists aim to
reproduce faithfully, the work of a particular artist or band. Moreover, tribute bands
do not, as a rule, attempt to perform their own work within the tribute performance.
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Cover bands on either side of the Atlantic, responded to unmet demand. The
British cover bands of the 1960s offered live renditions of the most up-to-date
chart music, capitalising on the fact that American artists toured the UK infrequently and servicing the demand for live versions of contemporary music dominating the airwaves.4 Cover bands fell out of favour with the rise of disco music
in the 1970s and the emergence of the more specialised tribute act posed a threat
to their existence. However, they continue to function as a mainstay of family entertainment, regularly filling clubs, drawing a mixed age audience and demonstrating that many are happy to pay to enjoy live pop music whether or not it is
performed by the original artists. Due to their broad appeal, cover bands are particularly welcome at social clubs, holiday camps, weddings, birthday parties and indeed any other function where a non-specialist repertoire is required.
Contemporary cover acts can fuel the ever-growing appetite for nostalgia by
recreating the general mood and excitement of pop and rock’s past pages, but unlike the look-alike tribute acts, they don’t attempt a precise copy of the archetype’s
unique visual identity. Instead, they will dress in a relatively anonymous style or
adopt a limited range of signifiers relating to historical period they are representing
- reflecting the spirit, if not the letter of the fashions of the respective era.
Whilst cover groups offers audiences their expertise as generalists, the main
appeal of tribute bands lies in their ability to provide the more specifıc feature of
a careful simulation of the original artist’s identity. Prior to the advent of the modern tribute act, impersonators were able to fulfil the appetite for identity mimesis
and it seems likely that Elvis Presley was the artist who triggered the art of rock
and pop impersonation.5
Although Presley spawned the f îrst wave of pop impersonators, according to
Lewis (1991) American band The White were the f î rst to make use of the term
"tribute’. They began their career playing original music but frequent comparisons
of their sound to that of British rock icons Led Zeppelin, led them to focus their
efforts entirely on reproducing the Zeppelin repertoire. They were subsequently
billed as, The W bite: a live musical tribute to Led Zeppelin, and by 1979 the band were
performing Zeppelin music to packed stadiums around California. According to
front man Michael White, promoters at this time had to be educated about the tribute band concept as many thought that they were simply going to show f ılms or
bootleg videos rather than play crowd- drawing, live music.
Other early prototypes performing in the US during the 1970s were the Beades
tributes Rain and Abbey Rhode. These bands provided an important service by
offering the repertoire of popular British bands to an American audience and in
this sense, their efforts embody arguments advanced by Frith (2001: 26), regarding
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the capacity of music to lend itself to a variety of cultural practices beyond the
official parameters of the record industry. Live tribute acts are subject to less restraint than signed artists and can therefore be more experimental if they wish to
play with the boundaries of genre, gender and ‘ good’ taste.

Typology
The main distinction in the culture of the tribute band lies in the emphasis placed on reproducing the aural and visual aspects of the original text. Most bands
will make at least some attempt to sound like the original and the majority will also
try to replicate aspects of their visual identity. For sound-alike tribute acts however,
the aim is to recreate as closely as possible, the sound and not the appearance of
the archetype. For instance, the British Led Zeppelin tribute Whole Lotta Led ,
sound uncannily like the original but make no attempt to look like them.6 The
sound-alikes’ rejection of the visual may be due to personal reasons: some musicians are less accommodating of the growing emphasis on the visual within postmodern culture. Alternatively, it may be that the original band rejected the cult of
personality and the emphasis on fashionability and in other cases, the failure to
imitate identity is simply the result of physical dissimilarities or economic restrictions. Due to the importance that they place on the music, and since they can’t rely
on the visual distraction which dressing in character provides, sound-alikes can go
to great lengths to reproduce the archetype’s sound, using identical instruments
and equipment to those played by the original artists. A comment from Steve Mac,
the ‘ Dave Gilmour’ of Australian Pink Floyd, sums up the approach of the more
musicologically minded. In his band’s case he says, “There’s no attempt to look
like any of the Pink Floyd members themselves”, offering the explanation: “We
didn’t get into it for that—we got into it for the music.” (Steve Mac, quoted in Daniel
2004)
Look-alikes, in addition to simulatdng the sound of the original act, offer the
audience a faithful copy of the archetype’s appearance, often from a specific period
in their career. For instance, the majority of Elvis tributes offer a simulacrum of
the artist wearing a white rhinestone jumpsuit circa the Las Vegas years (1969-77)
and it is rare to see acts concentrating visually, on earlier periods of his career.
Look-alikes can also make a concerted effort to reproduce the sound of the original
artist but this is not essential to their success and there are numerous examples of
tribute artists who mime to backing tapes.7 For cfull tributes’ however, such antics
represent a travesty. Full tributes the industry term used to describe a subcategory
which borders on the obsessive when it comes to imitating the finer points. For
these doppelgangers, nothing is left to the imagination: ali aspects of dress, and
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instrumentation are slavishly copied, as are stage moves, mannerisms and accent.
Taking the art of homage to the highest level, the musicians re-enact entire sets in
character, adopting names which parody those of members of the archetypal
band .8
Equally concerned with careful replication of identity, cross gender tribute acts
constitute yet another subcategory, however these create a stir by reversing the
gender of the original group.
Unlike the more mainstream tributes, acts like these challenge and subvert the
dominant discourses and stereotypes of rock and pop music, giving audiences opportunities to engage with alternative or radical readings. There are, for example,
a growing number of female tributes to male heavy metal bands - AC / DC have
the female tributes, AC /DShe and Helis Bells, while Lez Zeppelin and Zepparella
offer an ali girl tribute to Led Zeppelin. In addition, there are also a limited number
of male tributes to female artists: examples include the Madonna tribute Mandonna
and The GaGa’s a gay male tribute to iconic girl band, The GoGo’s Novelty tribute
bands are a further category. They have become particularly popular form of entertainment in America where there are child tributes to Guns and Roses Tribute
(LiT Gn’r); Metallica (Toddler Metallica); the Red Hot Chilli Peppers (Red Hot
Mini Peppers) and Motley Crue (Tiny Modey Crue). These groups essentially trade
on the shock and humour factor generated by children playing a genre of music
associated with adult excess and transgression. Trans-genre tributes by contrast,
create amusement through the blurring of traditionally genre boundaries: this can
be achieved via a deliberate blending together of disparate musical styles or the
creation of unlikely artist /genre scenarios. Genre- blenders make particularly Creative use of the work of the iconic metal groups. Metabbalism manage to mix
Abba’s classic pop strains with Metallica’s crashing power chords, Tragedy pay
heavy metal homage to the soaring harmonies of The Bee Gees, while Hayseed
Dixie have achieved mainstream success with their bluegrass renditions of metal
classics. In a more comedic vein, Belfast Elvis tribute artist Jimmy The King with
his band The Questionnaires sing a range of songs by artists other than Elvis. Richard Cheese and his band Lounge Against the Machine articulate rock, rap, metal,
and pop songs through the medium of big-band and swing.9

The question of authenticity
Despite this tremendous diversity, tribute bands are given litde critical acclaim
and their work rarely surfaces in serious academic studies of popular music. This
is pardy due to their inability to live up to the values of the established canon, particularly as regards its emphasis on both originality and authenticity. Just as the
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cover band , is ‘ accorded little Creative weight and critical artistic merit’ (Shuker
2003: 207), tribute bands fail to fulfil expectations regarding ideologies of truth
and political or personal resistance. The adulation of fans tends to be directed towards artists with whom they believe they can identify and whose work embodies
the discourse of authenticity. Fans of Bono, for instance, admire the singer for his
heartfelt political convictions and attempts to change the world equally, if not more
so, than they do his vocal ability. Serious fans of music can experience such a unique relationship with the original songwriter and their work that, for most, loyalty
and commitment cannot be bestowed upon an impersonator or tribute artist however authentic their efforts to copy the original.
According to Moore (2001: 199), “of ali the value terms employed in music
discourse, ‘ authenticity’ seems the most loaded” and theorists generally agree that
authenticity (Brackett 1995; Frith 1981; Grossberg 1992) features heavily in the
myths and ideologies surrounding popular music. However, notions of what is and
what is not ‘ authentic’ are not at ali clear cut and are always dependent on the dominance of particularly discourses. These discourses are not totally fixed but are
temporally bound, genre-specific and related inconsistendy to individual artistswhat is authentic in one period may be viewed quite differently at a later date.
There are some general principles however, and the attribution of the term authenticto the work of a particular individuals or group generally implies an underlying attitude of sincerity and congruence between the artist’s intentions and outputs
(Dyer 1991). Originality is another quaüty used to make judgements of artistic
merit, yet this too, is applied inconsistendy. For example, popular mythology suggests that pop musicians of the 1960s were very ‘ genuine’ and that they only sang
‘ original’ songs whereas contemporary pop music is merely shallow, derivative and
dominated by the talendess alumni of television contests. This romantic view conceals the fact that plagiarism and borrowing are far from new; and that even during
the halcyon years of authenticity, the 1960s, saw both the Beades and the Rolling
Stones producing cover versions of popular songs written by other artists.10

The origins of the cover version
An examination of the history of the cover song provides us with valuable insights into the evolution of concepts of ownership. They also show how notions
of authenticity have changed in response to changing practices and attitudes to production within the music industry. If we go back to the early days of radio when
few people were able to play prerecorded music at home,11 artists aimed primarily,
to popularise individual songs since this would lead to higher sales of sheet music
in a period when few people could afford to buy records. This is reflected in the
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pre rock and roll trade magazines whlch listed the success of songs rather fhan records. In Bil/boarcfs Honor Roll of Hits the chart listed the original version of the
song above any subsequent covers.12 Record companies, keen to capitalise on the

success of their competitors, were quick to make cover versions of popular songs
on their own labels. At this time, singers did not as a rule, write their own music or
lyrics and Standard practice dictated that professional songwriters were responsible
for the creation of new songs. The popular vocal artists of the day were famous
mainly for their radio and screen performances, and it wasn’t until after the war that
the record industry began to dominate, thereby allowing artists to work across the
previously separate worlds of radio, film and the record industry. According to
Negus (2001: 24) Bing Crosby was ‘ the fırst modern star to be created via the connection between records, radio and film’. Grosby did not write his own songs. In
common with other big name artists, he was suppüed with songs by A and R professionals whose job it was, to match the artist with a repertoire, thus drawing together the separate worlds of song writing and record production. It was the growth
of the record industry which had a majör impact on the covering of songs, leading
eventually, to hierarchies of value being attached to original versions. With the boom
in consumer culture and the arrival of affordable products following the Second
World War, record players became more commonplace, creating a massive tise in
record sales and by the 1960s, “Record sales surpassed the gross revenues of ali
other forms of entertainment” (Peterson and Berger 1975: 167)

Examples of covering as a commercial tool
The potential income generated by record sales created intense competition
between individual record companies and any opportunities to keep ahead of rivals
were seized upon, particularly when rock ‘ n’ roll became a dominant musical form.
With the advent of rock’n’roll, the covering of songs originally recorded by black
and country artists served the purpose of offering an acceptable Vhite’ version
to mainstream audiences. Black rock’n’roll artists like Little Richard and Fats Domino continued the musical traditions of blues and jazz by writing their own material. In order to market this underground music to the widest possible audience
and maximise profit, record companies created sanitised white cover versions
13
which would be less likely to offend or disturb the racist audiences of the day.
The white artist Pat Boone typifies the acceptable face of black music during the
1950s since his monumental chart success rested almost entirely on his watereddown versions of contemporary black R and B records.
Eventually white rock‘ n’rollers like Buddy Holly and Ricky Nelson began to
write their own compositions, thus reducing the need for covers records of this
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type but the practice did not automatically expire, and even during the 1960s, multiple renditions of the popular songs of the day made it difficult to establish a definitive version.14

Budget label and tribute covers
Another category of covering which deserve some consideration are the 1960s
budget label cover records which offered but price versions of music already recorded by a known artist. Budget label albums offered a broad range of music,
from songs and instrumentals from films or shows and easy listening classics, to
cover versions of contemporary hits. The latter were usually recorded by session
musicians who were employed to create copies of the original hits: these records
were then sold at a much lower price than the def ınidve versions. Although the
sessions musicians were anonymous and recorded under a pseudonym, there is
evidence that some of those involved in recordings were already, or went on to
become, high-profile artists.15 The packaging of budget records was sometimes
designed with the intention of deliberately deceiving potential buyers as to the
true nature of the product and small print was used to indicate that the music was
‘ originally sung or made popular by’ a well-known artist. Despite achieving significant chart success at the time, in terms of hierarchies of value, this type of cover
has been accorded far less merit than the tribute albü m which will be examined
next.
Recorded pop tributes
Tribute albums, where musicians pay homage to the work of another artist,
were an established feature of the jazz genre and their appearance within the sphere
of popular music reflected the growing maturity of the genre, and the sheer number of signifıcant popular artists who had emerged following the Second World
War. There are a limited number of recorded tributes to individual artists during
the first half of the 1960s. For example, a brief search of record catalogues revealed E.P.s and albums featuring recordings of songs already released by well known
songwriter Bob Dylan. The folk group Peter, Paul and Mary released In the Wind
(1963) a compilaüon of Dylan songs and two years later The Brothers Four (1965)
released The Brothers Four Sing Bob Dylan E.P. Whilst some might argue that by offering a personalised interpretation of the work of an archetypal songwriter, these
records have greater artistic merit than the more blatantly commercial offerings
proffered by the budget labels, both forms of covering have as a primary aim, an
ambition to profit from the work of an existing songwriter.
There may be an element of originality involved in interpretation, but this work
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which will be considered next.

Originality and the new Rock aesthetic
The examples cited so far demonstrate that covering proliferated in one form
or another after the war, but during the 1960s, a rock aesthetic evolved and this
led to greater regard and emphasis on personal creativity, authorship and originality.
This aesthetic was realised in the output of iconic bands such as The Beatles, The
Kinks and Pink Floyd and auteur singer-songwriters like Bob Dylan, Cat Stevens
and Leonard Cohen.16 The aforementioned were celebrated for their distincdve
signature styles and original song writing capabilities: their collective Creative outpouring co-incided with the growing status of the albüm in relation to the single.
The contemporary music press bears witness to these discourses on authenticity
and the growing chasm between rock and pop music. In a leader article Rolling
Stone argues that the commercial standards of show business, “a group of media
based on artif ıce, deception or unreality” should not be applied to rock which
“stood for exacdy the opposite”.17 This anti-consumerist stance and the privileging
of original authorship, with its clear links to modernist ideology, continues to influence the critical evaluation of popular music and by default, the efforts of those
employed in tribute bands. The new rock aesthetic was responsible for the declining popularity of budget labels and cover bands and covers of popular songs,
but the practice was revived in the 1970s in a fashion for famous name cover albums, such as David Bowie’s albüm Pin Ups (1973), John Lennon’s Rock *n' Koli
(1975) and Bryan Ferry’s These Foolish Things (1973).
More recently, covers have again become the mainstay of popular music, a trend
which Shuker (1998) attributes to the proven popularity of the original in an increasingly uncertain and competitive economic climate. Furthermore, as he points
out, there is now a fresh youth audience for the post-war popular music. This audience may not be familiar with the earlier versions and may perceive it to be original anyway. The establishment’s gradual acceptance of the cover phenomenon
has even extended to the broadsheets where music critics were recendy invited to
select the 50 best cover versions ever recorded.18 It is clear then, that the covering
of songs is not new and that covers confound many of the more romantic notions
surrounding the nature of originality and authorship. However, the examples discussed so far have only attempted to reproduce the music of an archetype with
varying degrees of artistic license. The outright incorporation of another artist’s
personal identity is a much more recent development and origins of this form mimesis are more firmly rooted in the sphere of live entertainment.
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Live Music: The importance of the visual
With very few exceptions, tribute bands offer live, rather than recorded performances of the work of established artists.19 Indeed it could be argued that one of
their majör functions is to re-present or preserve the live experience, more so in
the case of bands which have split up or where individual members are now dead.
In these circumstances the tribute band can satisfy the nostalgic urge of existing
fans while introducing the music to a new audience of young people, thus enabling
a generation who never saw the originals to enjoy the classic texts. Critics of the
tribute phenomenon may be scornful regarding the rise of these developments,
but it could be argued that within the culture of classical music, the aural tribute is
the norm.20 However, classical music, unlike pop and rock, has not enshrined the
immediacy of the live experience as Central to its canon. In the culture of popular
music, the ability to play live is a measure of authenticity and artists who are unable
to perform to a sufficiently high Standard, are routinely demonised.21
In the culture of popular music, the visual spectacle is fundamental to the enjoyment of the live experience, a factor which explains the ovenvhelming success
of the look-alike tribute. The painstaking efforts of mimetic acts such as The Counterfeit Stones and Bjorn Again in attempting to reconstruct the visual identity
of their namesakes, allow the audience to enjoy the ali important scopophilic pleasures of popular music. They also illustrate the hegemony of the visual in the contemporary sign economy where both promoters and fans are prepared to pay a
premium for the accurate representation of the visual identity of a well-known artist.
This one points to a paradox regarding the nature of authenticity in popular
music circles. Where on one hand, critics following the canon demean the efforts
of those engaged in the wholesale replication of identity as shallowly imitative and
therefore ‘ inauthentic’, for fans, in addition to offering a source of sensory pleasure,
the same signifiers are an important index of authenticity.
1. Viner, B. (2000) cBrentwood, would you like to dance?’, The Independent, 18 December.
The ar tide goes on to say that the band, one of the 40 Abba tributes currently available
for hire in the England, has two line- ups playing simultaneously in the UK and abroad.
2. Culshaw (2004) discusses the Bootleg Beatles’ performance of the song ^d Day in the
Life, This (1967) Lennon / MacCartney composition is seen by many to be a quintessential moment in 1960s popular music due to its innovative production techniques and
complex arrangements. The cacophonous orchestra crescendo makes it a particularly
ambitious and groundbreaking work. Live performance of this song is particularly

challenging.

3. Wall, T. (2003: 94-96) provides a discussion on the emergence of an international re-
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pertoire and the process of cultural imperialism in the recorded music industry. Although tribute acts are primarily a live form of entertainment, their existence simply helps
to reinforce the restricted nature of this international repertoire
4. Geno Washington and the Ram Jam Band are typical although, unlike their peers on
the cover scene, they achieved the unusual feat of charting in 1966 with an alb ü m of
soul covers: GotUve if You Wantlt.
5. Today Elvis impersonators are legion, Crossing ali geographical and cultural borders,
but is claimed (Douglas 2008) that Jackie Wilson, the R and B singer initiated the trend
by incorporating Elvis impressions into his show during the 1950s. It is argued elsewhere that Elvis tributes fırst occurred in Las Vegas some time later. (The Alienist, 22

September, 2003.)
6. Bennett (2000: 171-194) , describes another sound-alike band, the Pink Floyd tribute
The Benwell Floyd.
7. For example, the author came across a ‘ Chinese Elvis’ who entertains customers at
a restaurant in the suburbs of Manchester by miming to a medley of Presley’s most
popular songs, wearing the regulation white 1970s jumpsuit albeit emblazoned with
Chinese characters!
8. Members of The Counterfeit Stones, perform as Nick Dagger, Keef Rickard, Charlie
Mott, Bryon Jones, Mick Taylor-Made, Ronnie B Goode and Bili Hymen .
9. See band < http://www.richardcheese.com >
< http:/ /www.hayseed-dixie.com;.www.letsmaketragedyhappen.com >
For a review of Jimmy the King see: New MusicalEypress, (4 July 2001, pp.12-13).

A video of Metabbalism is available at
< http:/ / www.bbc.co.uk / wales / northeast / sites / music /... / metabbalism > (accessed 12
December 2009)
'
10. In 1964 the Rolling Stones produced cover versions of Chuck Berry’s Carol, Normal
Petty and Charles Hardin’s Not Fade Aırny and Leiber and Stoller’s Poison î vy. They also

covered the Beatles’ Song I Wanna Be YourMan in 1962. The Beatles too, incorporated
covers within their early repertoire; notably Chuck Berry’s Koli över Beethoven in 1963
and Meredith Wilson’s Till There Was You in 1964. The website Second Hand Songs reveals that there are no less than 61 cover versions of Not Fade Away\ < http://www.se-

condhandsongs.com / songl 2680.html>
11. According to Martin (1995: 239) although the recorded music industry had initially
grown steadily from the outset, there was a majör decline during the 1920s and early
1930s due to the impact of the economic slump which coincided with the growing
availability of domestic radio receivers.
12. Stark (1994) discusses the importance of Billhoard in establishing league tables of
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song popularity during the 1930s and 1940s
13. A typical example of this type of cover would be Sh-Boom by the Crew Guts which
was released at almost the same time as the original by black vocal harmony group, The
Chords. These records are also referred to as ‘ eross cover versions’ in their efforts to
eross över from a black to a white audience
14. The Shadoıv of Your Smile and My Colouring Book are two examples of songs where it
is difficult to establish the def İnitive version since there are multiple recordings of each.
15. For more information on budget labels, see Woolworth,s virtual museum for a history of Embassy Records at < http://www.embassyrecords.co.uk>
16. Cowelti, 1971 deseribes the contemporary tendeney to elevate certain artists within
the new canon, arguing that it was possible to see differences between pop groups
which simply performed without creating a personal statement and auteur, those highly
Creative groups like the Beatles, who make of their performance ‘ a complex work of

art*.

17. ( Rolling Stone, 22 November, 1966:1)
18. ( The Telegraph, 20 November, 2004:14)
19. There are exceptions: The White had some success with the recording, Michael
W bite Plays the Music of Led Zeppelin in 1990 but this is unusual.
20. See Manchester Evening Nem, 15 Octoher\ 2004:32 where an advert for a forthcoming
concert States that: “On Friday 3rd December the Messiah by Candlelight is being per
formed by the Mozart Festival Orchestra in full 18thC costume”. Whilst this kind of
tribute may not offer mimesis at the level of accuracy accomplished by acts such as
The Boodeg Beatles, it demonstrates that classical music fans are by no means immune
to the shallow lure of the visual.
21. The importance attributed to llve as opposed to recorded music continues to have
an impact on judgements regarding the credibility and thereby ‘ authenticity’ of pop
musicians. During the 1960s New Musical Express provides numerous examples of
debates regarding the ‘ live’ competence of musicians. See Hutchins (1965)
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